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First of all, thank you very much for using the

intelligent can sealing machine.

For the safety of you and others, please read it

carefully and use it on the basis of full

understanding.

We provide a lot of important safety information

on this instruction manual and the machine you

purchased. All the safety information will tell you

how to use the machine correctly, what is the

potential danger, how to avoid injury, and remind

you what may happen if you do not follow the

instructions.
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Instructions for safe use
1、Please use it under the following conditions

① Placement requirements: use on the table which

can withstand the pressure of 70 kg and ensure the

stability of the table.

② Applicable environment: please place where it is

not easy for young children and non-related

personnel to touch and operate.

③ Voltage requirements: 220V ±10%, 110V ±10%

④ Ambient humidity: 10%, 60% (no dew)

⑤ Ambient temperature:-10 ℃-50 ℃

2、It is forbidden to modify the line privately, which

may cause fire, electric shock or machine failure,

and make sure that the ground wire is well
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connected.

3、It is forbidden to open the back cover of the

machine at will. There is a danger of electric shock.

4、Do not directly touch the sealing roller and

pressure head of the machine, there is a risk of

crushing injury.

5、It is forbidden to install outside, avoid direct

sunlight, strictly prohibit moisture, and maintain

the ambient temperature of 0 ℃-50 ℃.

6、When not in use for a long time, please clean up

the residue in the rising rod and oil it to avoid rust.

When you use it again, please idle several times to

get the parts back to normal operation.

Please keep it at hand after reading and use it in
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accordance with the requirements of this manual.

Our company is not responsible for any injury

caused by non-compliance with the instructions.

If you have any problems, please entrust the

professionals of the service center authorized by

our company.

Any sealing machine has a certain service life, in

order to avoid injury or damage, please regularly

check whether the base riser has residue leading to

rust or circuit aging, sealing wheel wear.

Replace the new machine at the end of life or when

necessary.
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Functional introduction
1、name of each part

The first generation of manual rotation appearance view: as

shown in figure (1)

Display screen

Start button Emergency

stop button

Sealing assembly

Tank body

Cup holder

Rising

adjusting lever

Rising handle

Rising base

（Figure I）
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The first generation of automatic rotation appearance

view: as shown in figure (2)

Display screen

Start button Emergency

stop button

Sealing assembly

Tank body

Cup holder

Rising

adjusting lever

Rising base

（Figure 2）
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The second generation of non-rotating appearance

view: as shown in figure (3)

Display screen

Start button Emergency

stop button

Sealing assembly

Tank body

Cup holder

Rising

adjusting lever

Rising base

（Figure 3）
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The name and function of the operator panel: as

shown in figure (4)

（Figure 4）

Boot up：When the light is on, it is turned on.

Move：Flashing lights indicate that machines are

operating

Faults ： Flashing lights indicate machine failures or
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current emergency stops

[Start] key: start, pause

[emergency stop] key: emergency stop

2、Main functions

This machine is suitable for sealing cans, machine

counting functions, fault prompt function, when

machine encountered emergency situation can be

emergency stop function.

Basic parameters

Model type Voltage Power Net weight Dimensions
Manual
rotation

220V 370W 35kg 360*202*636mm

Automatic
rotation

220V 370W 35kg 360*202*636mm

Automatic

-202

-502

220V 370W 48kg 438*235*634mm

Automatic 220V 370W 51.5kg 475*306*636mm
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Initial use
1、plug in power cord to open power switch, wait 5

seconds machine display normal interface appears

standby display lamp long bright when usable,

2、put the bottle packed into tray, then press start

button, will seal, sealing when running lights lit,

sealing off motor stop after product.

3、when problems occur when failure lights flashing,

turn off power switches and restart.

Matters needing attention
1、prohibit hand directly touching machine movement

part during cup process until machine stop operation

can carry on next operation.
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2、check whether the cup type matches when the tray

is installed and replaced for the first time.

3、when the cup is pushed to the highest point, pay

attention to whether the base is loose.

After-sales service and process

1、service process

① In order to avoid unnecessary door-to-door

maintenance, please first check the failure with this

manual, some phenomena are caused by improper

operation, some phenomena can be eliminated by

users, and some phenomena can be recovered by

themselves after restarting the machine.

② If it is a fault that can not be eliminated after

self-inspection, please inform our local service unit in
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time to guide door-to-door maintenance.

③ Door-to-door maintenance requires users to

produce purchase invoices and provide free

maintenance services during the warranty period. if

they are unable to provide invoices or outside the

warranty period, maintenance services will be

provided in the form of a fee.

After providing the service, ask the customer to fill in

the maintenance acceptance confirmation form and

statement, which will facilitate our company to

establish maintenance files for you and better provide

you with follow-up service and return visit.

2. Warranty regulations

① This machine implements the national regulations
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of three guarantees.

② The sealing assembly of the whole machine is

guaranteed for half a year.

③ There is no warranty for fragile and easy-to-lose

parts.

④ Motor and computer board warranty for one year

The above warranty does not include man-made,

accident, self-disassembly of the machine, failure to

use the original parts of the company, and damage

caused by the failure to use the machine as required.

The company shall not bear any liability arising

therefrom.
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Warranty card
User name
Full address
Phone number

Postal Code

Product model
Date of purchase
Place of purchase
Purchase price

Invoice number
Warranty date
Repair unit
Notes for users:
◎ Users from the date of purchase, if there is a failure during the warranty

period, please go to the designated maintenance point with the warranty card

and purchase ticket to go through the free warranty formalities (the man-made

reason is not within the scope of the warranty).

◎If the machine is dismantled without authorization, it will not be

repaired.

◎The warranty system shall be implemented in accordance with the

relevant provisions of the state.

◎Users need to properly guarantee this card, lost and unfilled,

altered invalid, expired and invalidated.
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